Biella Textile District Tour by Chargeurs Luxury Group

Location: Biella, Italy
Date: Thursday, October 25th
Cost: $50
Maximum Attendees: 45

Summary: Guests will visit the Biella Textile District with the history of companies founded in 19th Century that still exist and produce high quality textile products. Biella is famous for yarn and fabric all over the world for quality and innovation.

Travel: Host will provide bus transportation to/from MiCo and lunch. Attendee is responsible for arriving/departing to/from MiCo.

Agenda (subject to change):

- 8.45 Departure from MiCo. Bus directly to TRABALDO TOGNA Factory. Address: Via B. Sella,5 - 13867 Pray (Biella) - Italy
- Visit Trabaldo Togna Mill in Pray, Italy (about 1,5 to 2 hours)
- Lunch
- Visit Zegna Baruffa Mill in Borgosesia (about 1,5 to 2 hours). Address: Largo Magni, 3 - 13011 Borgosesia (Vercelli) - Italy
- 16.30 Depart from Borgosesia to Milan (MiCo) by Bus
- Arrive at MiCo at aprx. 17.30/18.00

About the host: Chargeurs Luxury Materials supplies the world’s finest, softest and most resistant merino wool fibers. The world leader in premium wool trading emphasis with passion the high value added of merino wool products.

Disclaimer:

Neither Textile Exchange nor Tour Host are responsible for the negligence of attendees. Out of courtesy for others attending, the tour will remain on schedule as per the agenda outlined by the Tour Host. No exceptions will be made for late pick-ups, early drop-offs or any variants to the schedule. It is the sole responsibility of the attendee to ensure his or her travel is planned in accordance with the guidelines indicated in this information sheet.